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About This Game

Get the Shot. Get the Game.
Experience fast-paced hunting action in pursuit of the biggest trophy bucks throughout North America, Canada and Now the

Bavarian Forest!

Wilderness Madness! Free Hunt Mode drops you right in the action with game a plenty, or for exacting hunting
adventures try Challenge Mode.

Calling All Predators. Track and hunt 18 of the most prized big game animals including Moose, Mountain Lion, Mule
Deer and NOW the Red Deer.

Get Armed! Choose from a vast arsenal of 32+ weapons including shotguns, rifles, crossbows, and more. Buy
binoculars, hunting scents, rifle scopes and more to lure and track your prey.

Call of the Wild. Encounter the fiercest animals on earth, including lions, grizzly bears, jaguars and more.

Command the Outdoors. Trek through and seek out savage animals in 11 of the world's most expansive and
challenging locations including North America, Canada and NEW this year the Bavarian Forest.

Take aim at the Target Range before heading out into the wilderness.
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Choose from 32+ weapons and accessories. Compound Bows, Shotguns and Rifles - Decoys, Blinds, Bait, and more.

Take on 110+ hunting missions that span the most remote and challenging habitats hunted today.

Design and customize the most realistic and perfect hunt using the Mission Editor – even replay your favorite missions.
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So Unholy Heights is a strange yet addictive amalgamation of RPG, time management, tower defense strategy game. You
manage a building full of monster tenants who also fight heroes that try to rob you. It reminds me of one of those Kairosoft
mobile games only with fighting. While this game does have that casual flavor as you are trying to make a profit and of course
keep your monsters happy they work, get sick, fall in love and make babies. But if you want to spice things up you can always
play one of the many quests to fight heroes and gain cash to spend money upgrading your apartments.

With each upgrade you attract a a higher breed of monster tenant all with different streengths and weaknesses. Housing
placement also plays a factor as not all monsters get along and if you have two neighbors next to each other that don't get along
one might end up leaving or skipping out on the rent if they can't pay.

I found this game to be charming. Everything from the cute cartoonish graphics to the strange melody. For the price it's well
worth the time I spent playing.
. Good game so far, little stuck but I still like the atmosphere
. I lost two families to a single boss. It left me in tears 10/10.. Thanks for the game. The forest made me feel like I'm in a movie.
The city is less fun though. Have supported gollops since original chaos on the speccy, They have lost a fan and screw them I
hope the blood money was worth it.. This is a pretty fun game. There are a few things that I though could be better. Better
camera placement would be one. It would be nice to swing the camera around to look at clues and whatnot. Still, this is a very
enjoyable game.
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Crazy Forest so crazy. This game passed the time for me on Halloween eve. Depending on your choices, this may not even be
considered a horror game, just a weird P&C adventure game. I was able to get through it with a lot of brute forcing because of
how few options there are. In particular, the game follows its own logic, so the solutions to a number of problems often don't
make much sense. There are also 3 endings, and the story path changes accordingly until you're "on rails" to your particular
ending.

Speaking of which, every ending sucked. The story itself was meh. Get this one on sale if you absolutely must play every
adventure game there is. So overall, it was alright, but I wouldn't recommend it, personally.. This game is tons of fun with
friends. 10\/10. Fantastic DLC, dare I say the best added yet. Interesting mix of new units that explores a period of history
seldom seen in games, and you can tell the devs took time to develop the factions with unique looks\/units. And of
course...Egyptians! 10\/10 Highly recommend!. Not only did I enjoy the characters of this volume but also the information we
learned. With Elwurd it was more about the character and someone else while for Kup and Fol it was about gold bloods and
psionics in particular. Elwurd is basically bae and the gold gremlins are a blast!. I play this game without the Steam interface so
1.4 hours is not accurate. It's probably in the hundreds actually.

FOF7 is a fantastic simulator. It's probably the most realistic and immersive game of its kind, far exceeding the realism of
Football Manager series (it's soccer, but there are no other football simulators so bear with me here). Everything from setting up
your starting line-up to play calling is completely realistic. Player stats are completely within an acceptable range; you don't see
QB's who throw for 7000 yards or RBs running for 3000. Even things out of the realm of football (like the population of cities,
differing fan preferences, franchise values etc.) are simulated extremely realistically. The game has unending replay value; just
pick a different team (or the same team, as stats and future development of players are "random" within a pre-determined
range) and call different plays. The players coming out of the draft also add to the playability because the talent pool never
seems to drop and you can have a career that spans for more than a century! The best part is that the game doesn't experience
any lags, even after 100 seasons.

Of course there are a few negatives: The "graphics" are primitive. Actually, there are no graphics to start with. It's a completely
text-based simulator so if you are looking for a 3D interface like in FM, tough luck. Other than that the play calling, while very
extensive, lacks a few crucial ones such as trick plays where a WR or RB passes the ball. You can still go for fake punts or
kicks, but I found it weird that the developer overlooked trick plays during regular downs.

I highly recommend FOF7 to all American football fans who were dismayed by Madden's franchise mode. What's lacking in
graphics is made up by the extreme realism of this game.. This game is a quick and fun experince. Each time I only play for
about 10 minutes, but its a fun option to play a few times a week.
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